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Arts, Crafts, and Internships!

THE SHOW MUST GO ON:
ROCK POINT SCHOOL GOES TO THE THEATER
By Gus Buchanan, History Teacher
Rock Point School has been attending Flynn
Theater shows for more than a decade. Not only
is the art-deco style theater a beautiful historical
place to visit, but we have developed a relationship
with the theater that allows for students to view live
performances and engage in learning opportunities
that enhance their experience. This year, we will
attend ten student matinee performances at the
Flynn!

By Allison, Class of 2019
At the beginning of the year, the Dean of Students,
Ryan Weiland, suggested that I get an art internship
somewhere in the Burlington community, since
I am in my senior year and I want to pursue art.
Not long after starting her search, Ryan found an
opportunity at Burlington City Arts (BCA), which
was perfect because a former RPS staff member,
Kate McKernan, is currently working there. I began
an internship at BCA in September, working in the
Printing and Drawing & Painting studios for four
hours every Friday.
At BCA, there are open studio periods throughout
the week when members and those who participate
in classes can come in and work on their art piece
and use the space and supplies. My job consists of
tidying up the room, refilling or replacing supplies
that have run out, making sure everyone uses the
space and supplies properly and safely, as well as
various other odd jobs. But for a good portion of
my time there, I am also working on my art and
building up my portfolio.
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I find my internship one of my favorite times of
the whole week for multiple reasons. Firstly, I have
to bike all the way there and back, which always
boosts my mood and makes me feel good. I also
take on the responsibilities of an adult: providing
my own transportation, time management skills,
responsibility over two studios full of very
expensive supplies, as well as the artists who come
in and their safety. I have enjoyed my internship at
BCA so much that I am currently applying at Ethan
Allen Nursing Home to volunteer and run arts and
crafts classes. I am looking forward to getting to
know more people in the community and share
something I love—arts and crafts— with them. I
think the responsibility of having an internship (and
hopefully two) has helped me build my confidence
and will serve me well as I consider what to do after
I graduate this spring.

Before each Flynn performance, we prepare
students with activities and discussions in order
to enrich their experience of the performance.
A few times a year, we are able to participate in
Companion Workshops organized by the Flynn
Center, where local artists come to Rock Point
School to lead us in activities designed to connect
to the performance we will see. We have had dance
choreographers, actors, and writers visit us to
highlight different aspects of live performance.
In October, we attended “Rap on Race,” a
performance by Spectrum Dance Theater, that
featured a discussion between Margaret Mead and
James Baldwin in 1970. Topics included race and
gender relations and the progress humans have been
challenged to make as we work to understand each
other.
Rock Point also attended the Curious Incident of
Dog in the Nighttime in the Flynn Space, a smaller
black-box style theater in the Flynn Center. The up
close and personal performance provided a unique
connection for actors and attendees. Our students
really enjoyed this show and some followed up by
reading the book. One ninth grader commented,
“I think that the Curious Incident of the dog in the
nighttime, was very educational and very relevant
to today’s society as we see how a person with a
mental disability may have struggled in the high
energy constant motion of current society.”

The final performance of the Fall season was Ping
Chong + Company Beyond Sacred: Voices of
Muslim Identity. This show really helped students
to connect with a group of people who have
been singled out and mistreated by a society that
struggles to understand their dress, beliefs, and
role in the dominant culture. This powerful show
provided the ability to have engaged and thoughtful
conversations about challenging topics.
Each of the shows we have seen this year have
allowed students to explore important cultural
and moral issues in new ways. We are committed
to giving our students the opportunity to see live
theater and engage in meaningful ways with the
artistic and cultural commentary that these unique
performances can provide.
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